Miller joins Gill as partner

RIVER FALLS, Wis. — Garrett Gill has taken on longtime assistant Paul Miller as a partner in Gill Miller, Inc., Golf Course Architects.

The partnership "recognizes the contributions" of Miller to the firm formerly known as Williams, Gill & Associates, Inc. of River Falls, said Gill. Miller has collaborated with Gill on course designs since August 1990.

Gill, a member of the American Society of Golf Course Architects since 1981, followed his father, David Gill, into the profession and established his own design practice in 1985. He is a registered landscape architect in Wisconsin and Texas and a member of the American Society of Landscape Architects. He earned a bachelor's degree in landscape architecture from the University of Wisconsin-Madison and a master's in landscape architecture from Texas A&M University.

Miller is a registered landscape architect in the states of Minnesota and South Dakota. He holds a bachelor's degree in landscape architecture from the University of Minnesota.
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